
N E O F I X

NEOFIX make hypnotic, sensory and sometimes downright psychedelic
music & sonic art.

The ambient experimental pop duo hailing from Adelaide ’s West Side are

breaking boundaries with their sonic and visual art which draws

inspiration from urban ,  natural ,  and even celestial spaces .  Creators Johnny

and Cate l ive by the ethos “everything is something” as they seek to

capture the surreal and complex world around them ,  collecting sound

samples ,  footage ,  and photography wherever they go .  These raw materials

are deconstructed and reassembled by the duo into the music and art of

Neofix .  

Although officially Neofix formed in late-2018 ,  Cate and Johnny have long

been entrenched in music and art .  

Cate has a Degree in Music from the Elder Conservatorium and has

extensive experience as a performer where she is renowned for her soulful

RnB influenced vocals .  Through Cate ’s participation in the Australian Hip-

Hop scene ,  she has supported national and international acts such as Fat

Joe ,  Hilltop Hoods ,  Tech9 and Seth Sentry .

Johnny has a Diploma in Music as well as a PhD in Social Anthropology ,

both from the University of Adelaide ,  which is where the duo first met .

Like Cate ,  Johnny has an extensive history of performance as lead guitarist

in popular local Progressive Rock bands ,  Greek bands & Funk bands .

Johnny ’s PhD saw him l iving in Athens conducting field research amongst

artists and performers during the height of Greece ’s social and economic

crisis .  Within the crisis afflicted city of Athens ,  the guerrilla art scene

thrived by making use of the unique forgotten urban spaces and political

contexts offered by the city itself .  This radical DIY approach meant art and

music could be presented anywhere within the city streets ,  on the

crumbling rooftops of 19th century neo-classical buildings or in

abandoned factories .  This approach to art making ,  inspired the practice of

Neofix ,  who self-produce all their own music ,  film clips and art .  This deep

connection to space ,  place and time and complete creative freedom forms

the basis of Neofix ’s artistic vision ,  and their musical and visual

compositions .  

Experimenting with sound samples from interesting places is a driving

force in the Neofix production as they manipulate these into playable

instruments to capture a truly unique audio footprint of that space within

their music .  Combined with the signature Neofix dreamy vocals and

psychedelic guitar ,  the result is ambient ,  textured ,  and atmospheric music

to elevate ,  inspire and re- imagine the human experience .  
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https://www.instagram.com/neofix_/
https://www.youtube.com/c/NEOFIXmusic
https://neofix.bandcamp.com/
http://www.neofix.com.au/
https://open.spotify.com/artist/4n8yYU6XZKTlrkeE3lxTWw?si=ie-c7ulDQw2X46EwEcBwDg

